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Bob’s diary
It is now 16 months since we have been able to be together. During that time,
we have all endured difficulties, and have been separated from our nearest and
dearest.
While not wishing to add to the perpetual harking back, in certain sections of
the media, to the “wartime spirit”, it is, perhaps, worth remembering that the
separations we have all endured provide echoes of the separations of the
1940s; those in the Tempsford Squadrons were reliant, then, on letters and the
occasional phone call home - no internet, no mobile phones, no Zoom or Skype!
It is a world unimaginable to those of us who are younger and used to instant
communication. It makes all the more remarkable the stoicism and matter of fact-ness shown in
wartime correspondence. Not hearing from family members for weeks on end was quite normal especially for those who came from far away Australians, Canadians, New Zealanders.
The broad theme of this newsletter, therefore, is
contact. We have examples of the experiences of
both Tempsford personnel and those “on the
ground” in the countries of Occupied Europe.
Clear communication between aircrew and those
they carried was vital - misunderstandings could
have lethal consequences!
Picture courtesy of Tangmere Museum

Excerpts from interviews with Maquis veterans from the French
départementes of the Lot, Tarn-et-Garonne & Tarn speaking about
“parachutage” :Allied parachute drops of supplies, SOE agents & Jedburgh teams.
Louis Antoine
“The emotions…it was joy, especially the first parachute drop..we had a neighbour with a horse
who helped round up the containers and take them to a safe location. And everybody hugged
each other, when we saw the first parachutes…we were very happy.”
Henri Gambade
“Well, the next day, the personal message was ‘four bayadères will arrive this evening’, and
when we received them, Gaston Collin had lost his revolver, but he had in his hand his sandwich
with a paper from London!”
“It was forbidden to take the parachutes, but well, at the end everyone took his parachute and
it served the sisters or of some, the fiancées, to make blouses!”
“MacPherson, he was a Scotsman who had been parachuted into Luzette. When he had parachuted, he was in a kilt! And all the Maquisards who were below said, ‘A bird coming down from the
sky!’”
Henri Durand
“It was a great moment. It’s difficult to explain…when you see this aeroplane which has come
from elsewhere…an English plane, with English pilots, bringing us, the French, weapons…one
feels part of something, on the side of the Allise. I felt very proud that the Allies took us seriously.”
Marcel Michot
“Now the parachutes, they were parachutes for men, 80-85 kilos, well there were two or three
parachutes and it was the 14th July, most of the parachutes were orange like the one downstairs
but there were some parachutes which were blue, white and red to remind us that it was the
14th July, a thoughtful attention to detail. So, we took these weapons, we distributed them to
the groups.”
Pierre Combes
“Hiller stayed in the Lot for a long time, with Cyril Watney as radio operator. And to be the radio
operator, it’s something very difficult and dangerous, because if you listened to the radio
without risk or nearly no risk if you took precautions, to send messages it was very dangerous
because you could get located by the Germans. A lot of English radio operators died in France,
who had been killed because of that.”
Reproduced with thanks to Martyn Cox

From the unpublished memoirs of an unknown French agent, discovered in
papers in the National Archives. Kindly translated by Yvette Pitt.
While the conversation seems amusing, it highlights the very real problems faced by agents in
the field. Sadly, we don’t know what happened afterwards - this is the only part of the story
we’ve found. The pick up pilot must have abandoned the mission when there was no reception.
“She (Claire) tells me that last night she was on her way to the landing site on the arm of a friend
who was also going there. S.V.P. and the butcher/Mayor of the neighbouring village, who had
obtained the site, were walking about 100 meters in front. It was near Orleans. The rendez-vous
was planned for late in the night, at 2.30am. Behind Claire and her companion came friends of
the butcher, one of whom was pushing a bicycle attached to which was a trailer containing the
luggage. the people in whose house we had waited till it was time to leave had been most
hospitable and inevitably we had had a lot to drink and everyone was very merry. They reached
a main road which they had to cross. The landing site was nearby, on the far side of the road.
As they were crossing the road, two French gendarmes appeared and called out to them:
"You there. Stop."
They obeyed, the gendarmes approached, glancing suspiciously at the trailer with the suitcases.
"What have you got there? Potatoes at least. You have just stolen some potatoes?"
"No Sir," said Claire
" And first, what are you doing here at this time?"
"I am looking for mushrooms"
"What?"
"And you?"
"Me too, I am looking for mushrooms," said Claire's companion, whose arm she was holding
"And you behind ?"
"We are also looking for mushrooms<" replied the butcher's friends in unison.
"You're trying to fool us. Come on, follow us".
Things were looking bad for us. Of course the suitcases contained mail. What's more, the
rendez-vous was barely 20 minutes away. But they had to be obeyed. The little group was setting
off when the butcher/Mayor and S.V P., worried at not being followed, appeared on the road
on their way back. The butcher immediately realised what was happening. He went up to the
gendarmes. "What's going on?"
"What's going on ? Why, here are people who are not from around here, wandering around the
fields at 2.0 am to steal potatoes."
"No, no, they are friends of mine." "Do you not recognize me? I am the butcher and Mayor".
"Oh yes, I recognize you. "You know that I have all the potatoes I need at home"
"Yes, that doesn’t matter. Come with us also. And you, too " they said to S.V.P., you as well".
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18/19.10.42
TABLETOP A
The following report has
been received from Tabletop, who was dropped into the sea off the Danish
coast during the October moon period.
This report shows that there are great possibilities in the future for dropping
personnel into water.
“The whole operation was a great success. The pilot dropped me at the right
spot and I came down about five hundred metres from the coast. The wind was
fresh , and I had a rather hard ‘landing’. That is that I had my head under water
for about one second. I was then dragged along by the ‘chute and had a bit of
trouble getting it under water. Furthermore, I was ‘lucky’ to get some of the
rigging lines round my legs so I had to make use of my knife. Do not forget the
knife in future operations. I found it rather difficult to unhook the dinghy from
the harness, but as I did not use the dinghy that night it did not matter. The
mae-west is sufficient to keep you afloat but the best way to get along is to roll
over on the back and paddle with your arms alone and to use the legs as rudder.
The ‘chute harness and dinghy sank within four minutes. The dinghy alone will
sink immediately when not inflated. The rubber-suit kept me absolutely dry for
more than half an hour, and was not too uncomfortable during the tip. It can
hardly be improved upon.”
The pilot, in this instance, was P/O Kingsford-Smith, in a Whitley.
This is a really good example of the agent giving valuable feedback. Clear
comments such as these were vital in planning future operations. The agent
(Morgans Hammer) was intended to take over the TABLE group, and the reason
for his watery drop was that London had lost contact with the Danish SOE. This
was the first time the special rubber suit had been used - Hammer wore his
normal clothes underneath it.

From our own archives

Hudson pilot Ron Morris (L in photo) meeting two of his “passengers” for the
first time, in 2007. The occasion was prior to a wreath laying ceremony at
Scheveningen in the Netherlands - Ron had been asked to lay a wreath in
memory of the Dutch agents who perished during
the “Englandspiel”. One of the most pressing
questions, for Ron, was to find out whether or
not “his” agents had been successful in their
missions. Both these men, Geert van der Werde
and Harry Weelinck, had achieved what they set
out to do.
It was a very emotional occasion for all concerned. To meet “in person” after so many years
was special for all of them.

“Pick-up operations have long been outstanding for the good will which exists between pilots and
agents, founded during the agents’ Lysander training and continued before and after pick-ups.
This is most important and all pilots should realise what a tough job the agents take on and try to
get to know them and give them confidence in pick-up operations. This is not easy if you don’t
speak French and the agent doesn’t speak English, but don’t be shy and do your best to get to
know your trainees and passengers and to let them get to know you. Finally, remember that
Lysander and Hudson operations are perfectly normal form of war transport and don’t let anyone
think that they are a sort of trick-cycling spectacle, for this conception has tended in the past to
cut down the number of operations attempted.”
Hugh Verity - Instructions to Lysander Pilots
Lysander operations may have been “perfectly normal”, but were certainly not without hazard!
Wing Commander Nesbitt-Dufort described a particularly “hairy” experience on his first Lysander
pick up flight.*
“As I got close, a miniature flarepath, in the form of an inverted L, came into view but to my
dismay I saw that it was in the centre of what appeared to be an incredibly small field on one side
of a road; on the upwind side I noticed to my further consternation there appeared to be a row
of trees. Oh well, I thought, my return passenger, de Guelis, certainly knew his job and must have
paced out the new field to check the dimensions which could be deceptive to me from the air at
night.
We had passed the correct recognition signals so I was now committed and in I came, aiming at a
super short-stopper. In this I was lucky for the surface of the field was the roughest I had ever
come across and it pulled me up very quickly......Gerry (his outgoing passenger) was out like a
flash and as de Guelis clambered aboard I judged the distance between me and the trees, they
seemed terrifyingly close.......That take off was a nightmare! Not only had I grave doubts as to
whether we were going to clear the trees but the poor old Lizzie was being shaken to pieces too
and just as I was beginning to think we’d had it and extra large bump literally threw us into the
air........A fraction of a second later there was a blinding flash as we cut through high tension
cables I had failed to see on the near-side of the road. Almost immediately came a slight
hesitation as the undercarriage and prop sliced through a few unseen telephone wires, but with
my wheels skimming the top branches of trees we were away.”
“Debriefing in the cottage was a pretty informal affair and over drinks de Guelis told us what had
happened at his end. A few minutes before he and his helper were due to leave their hotel in a
nearby town to bicycle out to the field,the police had arrived. They spent over an hour carefully
scrutinising every guest’s papers while our friends, in a fever of impatience, watched the clock
remorselessly ticking away the vital minutes. At last, when they had almost given up hope the
police were satisfied and left, and the two agents, after a barely safe interval, leapt on their
bicycles and pedalled furiously out of town to the rendezvous. It was now well past the appointed
time and they, thinking correctly as it happened, that I was about to leave without them, picked
the first handy field they found near the road, laid out the flarepath in the centre and signalled
me in.”
*From “Black Lysander” W/C John Nesbitt-Dufort

RUNWAYS TO FREEDOM
New members might like to know that we have for sale silver lapel pins, designed to represent
the three Tempsford runways. The design was named “Runways to Freedom” by veteran of the
Tempsford Squadrons, Jack Galbraith.
The pin is shown below, together with a scale to show the size. Exclusively for TVARA members,
pins are made to order by a local jeweller here in Crete, and can be purchased from Bob & Helen.
The price is £25 + £2.50 postage. Please contact us if you would like one, and we will let you have
payment methods.

Bob’s book, “Runways to Freedom” is available in both print and ebook formats from:
Lulu - www.lulu.com and Amazon.
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